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TERRA AMICO EVENT/WEDDING RENTALS

We are proud to offer our furniture for event rentals from our new iconic rental

collection. This collection is made up of our salvaged redwood table tops, comfortably

enclosed by a beautiful steel framework, and strongly supported by blackened steel

"A" Frame legs. It is truly rustic elegance at its finest.

Currently our rental collection is composed of 38 6' x 3' salvaged redwood tables.

Each table can individually seat 8 people seated comfortably. These tables are

modular and can be arranged end to end or side by side offering a variety of seating

arrangements that can meet any need. Perfect for parties, weddings, ceremonies, etc.

In addition to dining tables, we are also offering rentals from our wine barrel

collection, sweetheart tables, arbors, display stands, and more for your next event.

Always growing collection - feel free to ask

Our collection is constantly growing and expanding. If there is something you are

interested in renting, please feel free to inquire. We are always open to suggestions

and building new items to expand our rental collection.

Visit our website and Social Media platforms for more inspiration.
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DINING TABLES - $65 per table

Dining tables have a reclaimed redwood top and blackened metal base and frame.
They measure 72”x36” each and seat 8 people per individual table.
38 tables currently on hand, inquire about more than 38 tables.
Tables can be configured in a variety of ways to accommodate seating arrangements.

Individual Table: seats 8 - 6’ long x 3’ wide

X           X             X

X X

X           X             X

Rectangular Arrangement:   seats 16 - 12’ long x 3’ wide and can be made longer

X           X          X X          X          X          X

X X

X           X           X X          X           X          X

Square Arrangement:   seats 12 - 6’ long x 6’ wide

X X X

X X

X X

X X

X X X
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Examples of Dining Table Arrangements:
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SPECIALTY TABLES - $55 per table

The tables shown below are available as specialty tables and could be used for a
variety of purposes, such as a sweetheart table, tables for cake and desserts, cards,
gifts, a bar, welcome table, etc. Custom sweetheart tables can be made especially for
you and are a great way to remember your wedding everyday at home. Inquire about
custom tables.

Trough Table: trough can be used for cooling drinks or flower displays.
8’ long x 3’ 4” wide x 2’ 6” tall     Quantity - 1

Counter Table:
7’ 6” long x 2’ 6” wide x 3’ tall     Quantity - 1
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MORE SPECIALTY TABLES - $55 per table

Farmhouse Table:
5’ long x 3’ 4” wide x 2’ 6” tall
Quantity - 3
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SWING TABLE - $100

Keep the energy flowing with this interactive swing table.
Can be used as a sweetheart table or for guests to enjoy a little breeze.
Table top and bench are made from reclaimed wood, frames and structure are  metal,
and the roof is reclaimed corrugated metal. Seats 4 people (2 per bench). Quantity -1
Frame dimensions - 8’ 9” tall x 5’ 3” wide x 5’ deep
Table dimensions - 5’ 3” long x 2’ 6” wide
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ARBORS - $125 per arbor

Each arbor offers a statement to the ceremony. All are made from reclaimed wood.
Custom arbors can be made especially for you. Inquire about custom arbors.

The Royal Arbor: 8’ 6” tall x 7’ 2” wide x 4’ deep Quantity - 1
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ARBORS - $125 per arbor

Large Hexagon Arbor: 8’ 2” tall x 8’ 2” wide x 4’ 3” deep Quantity - 1
The metal podium can be included upon request -$25

Small Hexagon Arbor: 7’ 3” tall x 5’ 2” wide x 3’ 9” deep     Quantity - 1
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ANTIQUE DOORS - $200

Made from restored antique doors, these pieces add an array of character.
Doors can be used as the entry for the wedding party and/or a photo backdrop.
Quantity -1
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BAR - $275

Hydration station! This rolling bar on casters can serve up drinks for the whole
crowd. Two rows of shelving in the back offers a bounty of storage, while the
metal framing, corrugated metal and reclaimed wood tie perfectly with our
dining tables.
“L” shaped bar measures:
9’ 1” long x 3’ 6” tall x 2’ deep main bar with a 3’ 3” long return
Quantity - 1
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ACCENT WALLS - $125 each or both for $200

Photo booth background, backdrop for a sweetheart table, partitions to separate spaces...
the list of ways these two accent walls can be used is endless. Each wall has its own
unique patterns composed of repurposed fence boards that add a feature to any room.
8’ 9” tall x 3’ 6” wide x 5” deep     Quantity - 2
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WINE BARRELS & TOPS
By partnering with local wineries, we save these wine barrels to give them a new life.
Barrels can be made into tables, display stands, serving stations, and much more.

Wine Barrel - $30 Wine Barrel Top 3’ round - $30
Quantity - 12 Quantity - 5 (barrel rented separately)

Wine Barrel Long Top (sits on two barrels) - $60
6’ tall x 3’ wide     Quantity - 5 (barrel rented separately)
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CHAIRS - $7 each

Folding chairs to use around dining tables or for guests to watch your ceremony.
Quantity - 50
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LOVE LETTERS - $200

These larger than life LOVE letters are a perfect backdrop for your event. Wooden
letters painted gold and bordered with twinkle lights will brighten the night. These
large letters can be used as a photo backdrop to gather with friends and family,
creating a twinkle lit atmosphere, and as a statement piece.
8’ tall x 18’ wide           Quantity - 1
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DECOR ADD ONS:
These smaller decor items are available for rent ONLY with a furniture rental. These are little
additions that can continue your theme throughout the venue incorporating seating charts, vintage
mirror signs, vases, giant jenga, table numbers, and signage for the bar, parking and restrooms.
Quantity of one for each of these small decor items, unless stated otherwise. Priced individually.

TABLE NUMBERS - $25

Mahogany wood with white numbers 1 - 18. Dimensions - 5.25” x 5.25” each

GIANT JENGA - $75

Sits at 2’ tall and 10” wide when all 42 pieces are stacked together.
Individual pieces are 10.5” long and 3.5” wide.
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EASEL STANDS - $25 each

Use our easels to hold any welcome sign or seating chart.
Quantity - 2

LARGE PICTURE FRAMES - $25 each

A variety of reclaimed wooden picture frames for guests to capture memories of the day.
Options to pick the one you like or take all of them as a whole set.
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FLOWER VASES- $8 each

Reclaimed wooden vases, both tall and short options. Glass insert for water included with rental.
Tall vase dimensions - 1’ tall with a tapered width of 7.5” at top & 5.5” at bottom     Quantity - 10
Short vase dimensions - 9” tall with a tapered width of 7” at top & 5.5” at bottom     Quantity - 6

Pedestals are also available to attach vases - $10
Quantity - 10
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SIGN COLLECTION
A variety of signage options for your event. Our signs can help your guests find their seats
and parking and add simple pieces to your displays.

Seating Chart Display Sign - $75 Vintage Mirror “Unplugged” Sign - $35
3.5’ tall x 2’ wide

Chalkboard Sandwich Board - $50
4’4” tall x 3’5” wide
Quantity - 2

Vintage Mirror “Better Together” Sign - $25
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Restroom & Parking Signs -  $5 each

Hanging wooden fence board signs to help guide your guests to the proper spaces. The arrows are
reversible so you can switch them whichever way you need.

Restroom sign dimensions - 2’ long x 1’ wide       Quantity - 3

Parking sign dimensions - roughly 2’ long x 1’ wide       Quantity - 2
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Mr & Mrs Display -  $10 each
Dimensions when on display - 3’ long x 6” tall

Petite Mr & Mrs Sign -  $5 “Fairytale” Sign - $5
Dimensions - 6” long x 2.5” tall Dimensions - 6” x 6”

Dessert Label - $5

“Best Friends” Sign - $5
Dimensions - 16” long x 8” wide
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Black Light Up BAR Sign - $15
Dimensions - 2’ long x 1’ tall

“Open Bar” Sign - $5
Dimensions - 1’ long x 5.5” tall

Rustic BAR Sign - $10
Dimensions - 1.5’ long x 9” tall
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DELIVERY DETAILS:
Delivery Fees-

Up to 25 miles $100

26-50 miles $200

51-75 miles $300

76-100 miles $400

101-150 miles $500

Placement of rentals - $50 per staff member (usually 2 staff members per event,
however this may vary depending of event size)

Delivery dates - We are available to deliver and pick up Monday - Friday
between 7:00 AM - 5:00 PM.

*Please note that we do not offer deliveries or pick ups on Saturdays or Sundays.

For more information, to see pieces, and inquire more about our rentals
please contact us at sales@terraamico.com
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PRICE LIST BREAKDOWN:

Item: Quantity: Price per item:

Dining Table 38 $65

Specialty TroughTable 1 $55

Specialty Counter Table 1 $55

Specialty Farmhouse Table 3 $55

Swing Table 1 $100

Royal Arbor 1 $125

Large Hexagon Arbor 1 $125

Small Hexagon Arbor 1 $125

Antique Doors 1 $200

Bar 1 $275

Accent Walls 2 $125 each ($200 for both)

Wine Barrel 12 $30

Wine Barrel Top 3’ round 5 $30

Wine Barrel Top Long 6’ x 3’ 1 $60

Chairs 50 $7

LOVE Letters 1 $200

Table Numbers 1-18 $25

Giant Jenga 1 $75

White Display Easels 2 $25

Large Picture Frames 3 $25

Flower Vases 10 tall
6 short

$8
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Item: Quantity: Price per item:

Vase Pedestals 10 $10

Seating Chart Sign 1 $75

Vintage Mirror “Unplugged” Sign 1 $35

Vintage Mirror “Better Together” Sign 1 $25

Chalkboard Sandwich Boards 2 $50

Restroom Sign 3 $5

Parking Sign 2 $5

Mr & Mrs Display 1 $10

Petite Mr & Mrs Sign 1 $5

“Fairytale” Sign 1 $5

Dessert Label 1 $5

“Best Friends” Sign 1 $5

Black Light Up BAR Sign 1 $15

“Open Bar” Sign 1 $5

Rustic BAR Sign 1 $10
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